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Datasite for 
Real Estate

#Wheredealsaremade

A real data room for Real Estate
Real Estate dealmakers operate at the intersection of complex regulations and mine-able locations. 
To extract maximum value from this equation they need a superior data room that allows for 
collaboration between local officials, deal teams and lenders. 

  Mergers & Acquisitions | Use our sophisticated in app 
viewer to explore drawings and get a real sense of 
the asset. Limit your risk and cost exposure with AI 
folders that separate environmental, structural and 
legal due diligence.

  Restructuring | Divest easily. Run multiple projects in 
parallel. All easily identifiable via our landing page. Explore 
potential interests using our deal marketing platform.

  Financing | Broaden your securitization options. Granular 
permissions allow you to invite a series of investors at 
different stages, to varied assets types. 

  Portfolio Management | Mange your portfolio from lease 
to own. Datasite supports acquisition and divestiture 
needs with trackers, checklists and detailed analytics on 
folders documents and teams. Unsure of how to do it? 
Our experienced team will guide you through the steps.

  Strategic Repository | Regulators be it local or 
environmental have needs well past a transaction. Share 
with them all documentation to ensure compliance. Use 
SSO and IRM to further strengthen permissions. With 
Q&A there is an auditable trail.
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Sectors Covered

 REITs

 Global Corporate (CRE)

 Commercial

 Asset Management
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 Residential

 Industrial
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